Traffic Study Proposal
Based on Traffic Study Task Force Results
Presented to the Turtle Rock Board of Governors
by David Tarlton, Turtle Rock Board of Governors (Treasurer and TSTF Board Liaison)
March 18, 2019
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1.0 Background
At the September 4, 2018 Turtle Rock Board of Governors meeting, residents expressed
concerns regarding traffic issues within the Community including reckless driving, speeding, running
of stop signs, distracted driving, failures to remain in a lane, and others. Concerns were also raised
about traffic safety during school bus pick-up and drop-off times, since parents are out in the
Community with their children at bus stop locations along Turtle Rock Boulevard and in the Turtle
Rock Community Center.
Since Turtle Rock roads are privately owned, it is the responsibility of the Community to
establish and enforce standards of proper usage of our roads. As such, the Board agreed to establish
a Traffic Study Task Force to study the traffic issues and to provide recommendations to the Board on
ways to enhance safety and to enforce existing Community traffic rules.
As a first step, the Task Force held a Town Hall meeting on December 13, 2018 to discuss all
issues related to traffic safety and to allow members of the Community to directly voice concerns, to
relate specific instances of traffic violations, and to provide recommendations for ways that the
Community can enhance safety.
This Proposal is based on the results of the efforts of the Traffic Study Task Force. The efforts of
all members of the Task Force are much appreciated: Sean King, Alf Brand, Patricia Tarlton, Patty
Fleming, Glenn Scharf, and Susan Haas.
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2.0 Town Hall Focus
At the December 13, 2018 Town Hall meeting, the primary areas of the Task Force focus were:
Speeding, Stop Signs, and School Bus Safety. The following initial considerations were presented:
Speeding
- Use of a permanent or portable speed radar system
- Institution of a Community Speed Watch Program
- Establishment of Neighborhood Pace Car Program
- Institution of a Turtle Rock Speeding Complaint Form
- Use of temporary speed watch signs at key concern areas
Stop Signs
- Installation of stop sign cameras integrated with Turtle Rock security
- Institution of a Community Stop Sign Watch Program
- Upgrade of stop signs at key areas to incorporate flashing borders
- Upgrade of crosswalks for improved crossing safety
School Bus Safety
- Establishment of a Volunteer Crossing Guard Program
- Use of temporary sandwich board or traffic-cone style school bus stop signs
- Conversion of Community Center traffic to one-way during bus hours
- Upgrade of crosswalks for improved crossing safety
Deterrents and Enforcement
- Compliance Notices and/or fines
- Video or photographic evidence (from security cameras or resident-submitted)
- Minimum of 2-party submission of complaint form from visual sighting of violation
- Bar entry for non-resident offenders
Other Issues
- Bicycle lane - follow traffic arrows, no pedestrians
- Improve non-resident entry authorization (ID, purpose of visit, vehicle description)
- Dash passes for non-residents and permanent guests with start and end dates
- Non-resident entry record database
- Special authorization for non-resident bus pick-up and drop-off
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3.0 Town Hall Resident Input
At the December 13, 2018 Town Hall meeting, residents provided the following input and
recommendations:
Speeding
- Install a speed radar system
- Increase the speed limit on Turtle Rock Boulevard
- Decrease the speed limit on Turtle Rock Boulevard
- Talk to parents about children who have been seen speeding
- Hire Alert Services for radar enforcement
- Add curbed choke points
- Publish evidence of speeding violators on the website and the newsletter
Stop Signs
- Add speed humps at stop signs
- Use hired patrol cars to enforce stop signs
- Install flashing stop signs at busy intersections
- Try a temporary rumble strip at Park Shore and Turtle Rock Boulevard
School Bus Safety
- Request bus drivers to turn in violators
- Better marked or illuminated crosswalks
- One-way traffic in Community Center parking lot during school bus hours
Other Issues
- Request gate attendants to ensure credentials are checked before permitting entry
- Require residents to sign document which outlines traffic rules
- Disallow left turn from Benchmark to Turtle Rock Boulevard (same as Nice Way)
- Add road reflectors to dangerous curves
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4.0 Recommendations
4.1 Enforcement Considerations
Several options were reviewed related to enforcement including but not limited to speed
detection radar, use of hired patrol cars, stop sign cameras, and resident-submitted complaint forms.
All of the enforcement options reviewed involve recurring costs (some are significant) and may
potentially increase the liability of the Association related to collection and enforcement of fines
pertaining to traffic compliance violations. Any benefit gains from any of these measures may well be
outweighed by the negative perceptions potentially generated within the Community. While many of
the above-noted options may be reviewed and considered again at a later date, more in-depth
research is needed. At this time, the recommendations presented in this Proposal are all passive
traffic calming initiatives viewed from the perspective of improved awareness, pedestrian walkability,
and overall safety rather than general traffic enforcement. Some have one-time costs, and some may
have small recurring costs. Any costs noted below are estimates based on general research or
preliminary quotes from local vendors and would require further detailed quoting from local
professionals should the Board decide to formally adopt any of the proposed recommendations.
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4.2 Identifying And Controlling Who Is Allowed In The Community
At the Town Hall meeting, residents noted concerns about visitors allowed through the gates
without proper vetting. Gate attendants have been seen waving visitors through without checking
credentials which violates the Post Orders requirement to log all visitors in the Guest and Visitor Log.
The permanent pass list has not been maintained and allows visitors through who may no longer be
authorized visitors. Residents complained about vendors ignoring traffic signs, delivery trucks
speeding and running through stop signs, service vehicles improperly parked, and others.
Considering these concerns, the Task Force investigated the current Community standards for
non-resident visitor and vendor entry including a review of the current Alert Protective Services Post
Orders for Turtle Rock Rev 08/07/2016 (the “Post Orders”), investigation of non-resident entry
standards for neighboring communities, and exploration of other entry standards currently in use in
other communities. Based on the Post Orders, the following is a list of recommended improvements
to the non-resident vetting standards for entry:
1. Reinforce the current policy that Attendants are expected to stand up, emerge from the
gatehouse and greet residents, visitors, and guests entering the Community. (1.2.A, p.5).
According to the Post Orders, “The security team and gatehouses represent the front door to the
Turtle Rock community as a whole. Expectations include adherence to the ABC’s of Client
Interaction.”
2. Reinforce the current policy that attendants are expected to log all vehicles passing through
the guest gate in the Guest and Visitor Log according to the current Post Orders.
3. Digitize the Guest and Visitor Log so that it can be searched at a later date if necessary.
4. Require all non-resident school bus parents to register with management for a special dated
School Bus Visitor Pass. This pass would grant entry only on school days and only during school
bus pick-up and drop-off times and must be renewed each school year.
5. Abolish the permanent pass list and require any long term non-resident visitor to obtain a
Long Term Visitor Pass from management. Long Term Visitor Passes grant access for no longer
than 6 months and must be renewed. Management must receive a request from a homeowner
with the same details required of a bar code pass in order to grant the Long Term Visitor Pass.
6. Abolish This Policy: If there is difficulty understanding a visitor using the resident call box
and exact info cannot be gathered, the Attendants are currently instructed to grant the visitor
authorization (to enter) and log the entry into the log (3.3.2.6, p15).
7. Reinforce the current policy that If a visitor is not preauthorized, the Attendant must contact
the resident by telephone for authorization. If a visitor cannot be confirmed, they are not
authorized and the Attendant is instructed to deny access (3.6.4, p.21).
8. Change the north entrance to unmanned resident entry only and require all visitors to always
enter via the manned south gate, and revise the Post Orders accordingly. There are several
reasons for this recommendation:
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Having the south entrance manned 24/7 makes sense logistically. The entry distance from
Central Sarasota Parkway to the gate is longer than the distance at the north gate. This allows
multiple vehicles and delivery trucks to queue up for clearance to enter without causing traffic
issues on the entry road.
❖ The south entrance is considered the primary gateway to the Community Center. Entrance
from the north would require a visitor to pass the entire 1.5-mile drive along Turtle Rock
Boulevard to reach the Community Center.
❖ Neighboring Palmer Ranch communities with more than one entrance follow this same
policy. A primary manned entry gate is utilized to manage all visitor entry. All other entry gates are
for resident entry only. This policy greatly simplifies entry standards for the Community and the
gate attendant contractor. As well, many of the confusing and convoluted requirements and
standards written in the Post Orders to account for intermittent staffing of one gate can be
eliminated or clarified with the institution of this change.
❖ Currently the south gate is staffed from 7:30am-7:30pm Monday through Saturday and
11:30am-7:30pm on Sunday, and the north gate is staffed 24 hours/day 7 days/week. Based on
the 2019 budget, the change to a single manned gate would result in an annual savings to the
Community of approximately $72,870. This change alone will fund all of the proposed
initiatives from a single year of savings.
❖

Cost Estimate
Initial: None
Recurring: $250 for printing of additional Visitor Passes
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4.3 Neighborhood Pace Car Program
The goal of this Community-based traffic calming program
is to encourage residents to actively promote motorist
responsibility and roadway safety through an educational and
awareness campaign. Residents and Vendors participate in
the Program on a yearly basis by pledging and following
through to:
-

Drive within the speed limit on all Community streets
Stop at all stop signs
Stop to let pedestrians cross at all designated crosswalks
Be courteous to bicyclists and other motorists
Display the Turtle Rock Pace Care Program window sticker

Not only do the Pace Care participants set an example by adhering to the speed limit, they
literally set the pace for other vehicles driving behind them. It also allows everyone to be part of the
solution. As a bonus and as encouragement to participate, Vendors could be given “Preferred Vendor”
status if they volunteer to participate. A “Turtle Rock Pace Car Friendly Community” sign would be
installed at each entrance to the Community.

Cost Estimate
Initial: $1,715 for stickers* and 2 Community signs**
Recurring: $100 annual for replenishment of stickers
* uprinting.com initial order of 750 5”x5” opaque status cling custom printed window stickers @ $1.06/ea = $795.00
** 2 Community signs $920.40 based on Forsite quote TW1217RREV1 ($369.20 for misc signs + $91.00 for installation)
References
Greensboro NC Pace Car Program
https://www.greensboro-nc.gov/departments/transportation/gdot-divisions/engineering/neighborhood-traffic/pace-car-program
City of Greensboro Pace Car Pledge
https://www.greensboro-nc.gov/home/showdocument?id=3103
City of Columbus Pace Car Program
https://www.columbus.gov/pacecar/
City of Columbus Pace Car Pledge
https://www.columbus.gov/PaceCarPledge/
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4.4 Public Awareness Signs Campaign
The goal of this Community-based traffic calming campaign is to actively encourage residents to
follow traffic rules by using various temporary or movable signs during the year. Examples of signs
are shown below. Signs might be displayed at intersections, along Turtle Rock Boulevard at key
locations, or at various locations during heavy traffic events such as the annual Turtle Rock garage
sale.

Cost Estimate
Initial: $250 for initial purchase of signs
Recurring: $100 annual for sign replenishment
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4.5 School Bus Safety Improvement Initiative
The goal of this Community-based traffic calming initiative is to facilitate safe school bus
morning pick-up and afternoon drop-off activity. Turtle Rock has 5 school buses which make a total of
20 stops at 4 locations in the Community. Because the situations differ at each bus stop location,
separate recommendations are listed for each bus stop.
Turtle Rock Community Center
At this location, buses from 5 schools make 5 morning pick-up stops and 5 afternoon drop-off
stops in the parking lot, for a total of 10 stops each day. Buses travel in the direction of the green
arrow as shown in the below image.

Cars entering the parking lot in the opposite direction of the school bus present a safety hazard
to the bus and to other students. Students walk or bike from their homes to this stop along Turtle
Rock Boulevard or from Park Shore Boulevard, crossing at the designated crosswalk at Park Shore
Boulevard and Turtle Rock Boulevard. Traffic flow should be revised to be one-way in the Community
Center parking lot to follow the current direction of school bus travel. As well, students and parents
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should be notified to use the sidewalk to approach the school bus, rather than crossing directly across
the parking lot to get to the bus.
“One Way” traffic signs should be installed at each entrance, along with “No Entry” and “No Exit”
signs against the flow of traffic. Directional arrows should be painted in the parking lot to further clarify
traffic flow direction.
Cost Estimate
Initial: $2,241 *
Recurring: Include in reserves for signs
* 2 One-Way signs, 1 “No Entry” sign, and 1 “No Exit” sign $1,840.80 and “Do Not Enter” based on Forsite quote
TW1217RREV1 ($369.20 for misc signs + $91.00 for installation), approx 4 directional arrow stencils $400.00 based on attached
quote from Asphalt Repair Service
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Turtle Rock Boulevard and Sweetmeadow Circle S and N
At this location, buses from 1 school make 1 morning pick-up stop and 1 afternoon drop-off stop
at each intersection, for a total of 4 stops each day. Each location is a 4-way stop, and a designated
crosswalk exists to cross both streets. The recommendation for these intersections is to implement
the raised crosswalk plan, as noted in the Pedestrian Safety Initiative section.

Cost Estimate
Initial: See Pedestrian Safety Initiative
Recurring: See Pedestrian Safety Initiative
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Turtle Rock Boulevard and Sabal Lake Circle N
At this location, buses from 3 schools makes 3 morning pick-up stops and 3 afternoon drop-off
stops for a total of 6 stops each day. This location does not have a traffic stop for Turtle Rock
Boulevard, but a designated crosswalk exists to cross Turtle Rock Boulevard. The recommendation
for this intersection is to implement the raised crosswalk plan, as noted in the Pedestrian Safety
Initiative section.

Cost Estimate
Initial: See Pedestrian Safety Initiative
Recurring: See Pedestrian Safety Initiative
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4.6 Pedestrian and Stop Sign Safety Improvement Initiative
The goal of this Community-based traffic calming initiative is to foster a more pedestrian-friendly
Community, to provide enhanced visibility at crosswalks, to encourage pedestrians to utilize the
Community sidewalks (instead of the designated bicycle lanes), to discourage excessive speeding
and complete stops at stop signs. All streets have sidewalks which feed into Turtle Rock Boulevard,
encouraging a true walkable Community. In order to connect all of these walking lanes, Turtle Rock
Boulevard has 14 crosswalks. Currently, several of these crosswalks are not clearly marked.
Safe crossings are essential to a complete network for pedestrian mobility, and improvements to
pedestrian safety often improve safety for all road users. These crosswalks are currently identified in
the street with a concrete border and red brick paver center. The recommendation is to raise the brick
paver crosswalk section at all 14 crosswalk locations in order to more clearly identify the designated
crosswalk locations and to encourage drivers to be cautious and aware near crosswalks. 18 “Raised
Crosswalk, Speed Limit 15” identification signs should be posted on Turtle Rock Boulevard in
advance of each crosswalk not located at a stop sign as showed in orange circles
on Locations 1,
2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 12. 12 “Raised Crosswalk” identification signs should be posted on Turtle
Rock Boulevard in advance of each crosswalk located at stop signs as shown in yellow circles on
Locations 4, 5, 10, 13, and 14. To discourage drivers from utilizing alternate streets to avoid the
raised crosswalks on Turtle Rock Boulevard, the crosswalks on Sweetmeadow Circle should also be
raised at both the north and south intersections of Sweetmeadow Circle and Turtle Rock Boulevard
(see Locations 5 and 10 images below). Successful examples of this raised crosswalk configuration
can be currently seen along Gulf Gate Drive. Pictured below is the intersection of Gulf Gate Drive and
Markridge Road, 1 of 4 raised crosswalks on the 1.1 mile stretch of Gulf Gate Drive.
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At the time of the writing of this Proposal, the Board of Governors is actively evaluating
upgrades to all street signs. Considering that implementation of raised crosswalks and associated
signage would be so closely intertwined with a Community street sign master plan, it is recommended
that the Pedestrian and Stop Sign Safety Improvement Initiative be implemented concurrent with the
implementation of new Community street signs if the street sign upgrade is approved.
As an intermediate measure, the Board might consider raising the crosswalk at the intersection
of Park Shore Lane and Turtle Rock Boulevard (Location 13 below). Residents have noted witnessing
both speeding and running of the stop sign at this intersection, making it an ideal location to proof-test
the raised crosswalk concept before implementing the change on all referenced crosswalks.
Cost Estimate
Initial: $2,340 per crosswalk (Ref. R. Webber Inc quote 03/12/2019 on page 21)
total of 17 crosswalk areas = $39,780
30 crosswalk signs = $13,806 *,**
Total initial cost $53,586
Recurring: Included in reserves (Pavers, Interlocking-Crosswalks)
Note: The estimate from R Webber Inc is for the modification of one crosswalk. It is assumed
that a contract for the modification of all crosswalks would result in a lower cost per crosswalk. For
the purposes of this proposal, the worst case cost of $2,340 per crosswalk is assumed.
* Crosswalk signs $460.20 based on Forsite quote TW1217RREV1 ($369.20 each for misc signs + $91.00 for installation)
** The 12 crosswalk signs at the same location as a stop sign could be incorporated into the same post . If the crosswalk signs
could be installed beneath the stop signs, the costs of 12 fluted poles and installation could be subtracted from the cost estimate.
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Location 1 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at north entrance gate

Location 2 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Sabal Lake Circle N
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Location 3 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Sabal Lake Circle S

Location 4 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Nice Way
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Location 5 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Sweetmeadow Circle N

Location 6 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Meadow Rush Loop N
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Location 7 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Meadow Rush Loop S

Location 8 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Timber Chase Way
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Location 9 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Hanging Moss Lane

Location 10 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Sweetmeadow Circle S
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Location 11 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Benchmark Ct

Location 12 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at south end of preserve island
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Location 13 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at Park Shore Ln

Location 14 - Turtle Rock Boulevard at south entrance gate
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R. Webber Inc.
Interlocking Paver Systems
PO Box 25544 Sarasota, FL 34277
Tel: (941) 922-2442
E-Mail: rwebberinc@comcast.net

Licensed & Insured
CB # C042356
Showroom Hours: 8:30 3:00 / M-T: 8:30-2 F

4801 S. Tamiami Trail, Sarasota 34231

Proposal / Contract
March 12, 2019
Sunstate Management Group
Mr. Ed Olson
8500 Turtle Rock Blvd
Sarasota, Florida 34238
Phone: (941) 822-9060
E-Mail: Edward@sunstatemanagement.com
Highest Quality Professional Paver Installations
RE:

Turtle Rock Community Association

Cross Walk Approx. 5 x 25

* Remove pavers from crosswalk halfway then other side once complete
* Raised grade approximately 5 in middle of rise and slope to curb Re Install Pavers
* Install new border paver

solid color to make apparent

Labor and Materials Complete for each Crosswalk

$2,340.00

Price Based on Tremron (maufacturer) Standard Shape and Gray Base Color Selection
TriCircle/Flagstone Pavers (manufacturer) Add: $_______
White-Based Paver Color Selection Add: $________
Other paver manufacturers will be priced based on freight, cost. Etc.
Payment Schedule
40% deposit to schedule work. We do not accept credit cards
60% due upon completion.
All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to R Webber Inc standards.
Due to the natural variance of raw materials used to produce interlocking pavers, color variations will
occur in the product. Pavers may not exactly match showroom samples.
R. Webber Inc. is not responsible for pipes or utilities buried less than 12 underground.
Acceptance of Proposal
The price, the above written specifications and the terms and conditions of sale are hereby accepted.
Only written specifications included in this contract will be honored. You are authorized to do the
work as specified. Payment will be made as outlined above.
Accepted Date________________ Customer Signature_______________________________________
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5.0 Summary and Conclusion
Below is a summary of the costs of all of the recommendations presented:
4.2 Identifying And Controlling Who Is Allowed In The Community
Initial Cost $(72,780)
Annual Cost $250
4.3 Neighborhood Pace Car Program
Initial Cost $1,715
Annual Cost $100
4.4 Public Awareness Signs Campaign
Initial Cost $250
Annual Cost $100
4.5 School Bus Safety Improvement Initiative
Initial Cost $2,241
Annual Cost $ included in reserves for replacement of street signs
4.6 Pedestrian and Stop Sign Safety Improvement Initiative
Initial Cost $53,586
Annual Cost $ included in reserves for replacement of pavers
Total net initial savings $14,988
Total net annual recurring savings $72,330
All of the recommendations presented in the proposal will be funded by the cost-savings from
the implementation of the gate attendant contract change as described in section 4.2.8. As well, any
new reserve requirements stemming from the recommendations will also be funded from the annual
savings of the gate attendant contract change.
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